We propose a semiautomated seeded boundary extraction algorithm that delineates diffuse region boundaries by finding and plugging their leaks. The algorithm not only extracts boundaries that are partially diffuse, but in the process finds and quantifies those parts of the boundary that are diffuse, computing local sharpness measurements for possible use in computer-aided diagnosis. The method treats a manually drawn seed region as a wellspring of pixel "fluid" that flows from the seed out towards the boundary. At indistinct or porous sections of the boundary, the growing region will leak into surrounding tissue. By changing the size of structuring elements used for growing, the algorithm changes leak properties. Since larger elements cannot leak as far from the seed, they produce compact, less detailed boundary approximations; conversely, growing from smaller elements results in less constrained boundaries with more local detail. This implementation of the leak plugging algorithm decrements the radius of structuring disks and then compares the regions grown from them as they increase in both area and boundary detail. Leaks are identified if the outflows between grown regions are large compared to the areas of the disks. The boundary is plugged by masking out leaked pixels, and the process continues until one-pixel-radius resolution. When tested against manual delineation on scans of 40 benign masses and 40 malignant tumors, the plugged boundaries overlapped and correlated well in area with manual tracings, with mean overlap of 0.69 and area correlation R 2 of 0.86, but the algorithm's results were more reproducible.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sonograms of the breast are used clinically to find masses and to diagnose cancer, but delineations of mass boundaries differ between experts. Even the same expert cannot often retrace exactly the same region of interest ͑ROI͒, especially on malignant tumors with irregular shapes and/or porous margins ͑Fig. 1͒.
1,2 Automated boundary detection algorithms are by nature more consistent than human experts, [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] but these methods are often susceptible to noise and to ultrasound artifacts such as shadowing. In difficult cases, the less precise manual boundaries more accurately define the actual mass, since the computer may repeatedly identify some ROI boundary in the image that does not physically correspond to the mass's boundary in the patient. Edge-based methods, for example, are appropriate when there is a well-defined edge in the image, which is not common in ultrasound scans, especially breast sonograms. Texture-based methods have had some success at discriminating mass texture from surrounding tissue texture, but are limited because the scanning process convolves tissue and scanner properties in the images. 7, 8 Model-based methods work best when there are primitive shapes that more or less characterize possible regions, 9 which is not the case for breast masses.
Semiautomated methods represent a compromise between automated methods, which are consistent but not always accurate, and manual tracing, which is imprecise and relatively inconsistent, but reasonably accurate, since trained viewers can always at least roughly locate the mass in the sonogram using visual context clues. Semiautomated algorithms use hints provided by the user at different stages of the boundary search: the apparent center point of the region, a subregion or seed within the region, a bounding box containing the region, or even the complete manually drawn region boundary. Such algorithms benefit from the expert's ability to approximately locate the mass, but retain the precision and reproducibility of the more automated methods.
In order to overcome the limitations of each individual method for segmenting breast lesions on ultrasound, some promising research combines the approaches in stages, using different techniques for different detail levels of boundary definition. Often, the image is first globally enhanced for contrast or edges, then the ROI is found or seeded either by the computer or by the user before its boundary is finally traced automatically. Texture classification and image filters are applied by Madabhushi et al. to find a seed point that is then enlarged by region growing into the initial segmentation for a deformable contour; 10 Huang et al. run the watershed algorithm on an image segmented according to textures determined by a neural network. 11 Although the leak plugging algorithm presented here is a useful stand-alone semiautomated segmentation method, it is also a basic boundary extraction theory to add to the choices available for these hybrid automated algorithms. Since the leak plugging method quantifies local boundary sharpness, a feature used to differentiate benign and malignant masses, 16, 17 it may also prove useful for feature extraction in computer-aided diagnosis ͑CAD͒. [18] [19] [20] In summary, the leak plugging algorithm is designed to meet three goals: ͑1͒ to reproducibly and robustly define dif-fuse boundaries with minimal user input; ͑2͒ to define these boundaries with a high level of local detail commensurate with local margin sharpness; and ͑3͒ to locate and quantify the diffuseness of the boundary around the region. With the last two goals, plugging sets itself apart from other detection methods like global edge detection and active contours ͑snakes͒. [12] [13] [14] [15] The extraction of boundaries that are partially diffuse, as well as the location and measurement of those parts of the boundary that are diffuse, may help in quantifying details like spiculation for feature extraction and computer-aided diagnosis.
II. ALGORITHM
For reference during this discussion, the leak plugging algorithm is flowcharted in Fig. 2 .
A. Region growing

Connected-neighbor region growing
One basic semiautomated boundary extraction approach is region growing, 21 which finds all pixels within an image that are connected neighbors to a seed region, and whose values fall within some locally derived threshold. Simple region growing defines this threshold as the gray value range of the seed pixels. The problem with this thresholding technique is that simple region growing leaks from porous boundaries. On ultrasound scans of breast masses, the method will almost always define boundaries that include tissue outside of the true mass margin. This is because simple region growing travels between neighborhoods by paths as small as one pixel, so gaps in the margin as small as one pixel can lead to excursions that drastically deform the final defined region.
FIG. 2.
Flowchart of the leak plugging boundary extraction algorithm. Algorithm steps are lettered to correspond to sections of the paper under the "Algorithm" heading. The algorithm loop begins after an input stage where the image is manually seeded to obtain a maximum start radius. ͑A͒ Growths are made from the seed by structuring elements at decrementing radii. ͑B͒ Overflow is derived from the difference images of successive growths. ͑C͒ Leaks in the growths are found by thresholding overflow. ͑D͒ The final plugged region is output by pruning all leaks from the final growth. Simple region growing works by finding all connected neighbors to the seed region in a binary image thresholded for seed-value pixels. For a grayscale scan image i F x , with pixel value set F = ͕0 , 255͖ on spatial domain X, a seed region is defined around point set S, either manually or by a preprocessing algorithm. ͑Image algebra notation is adapted from Ritter.
22 ͒ Thresholding i for pixels between the maximum max͑ʈiʈ S ͒ and the minimum min͑ʈiʈ S ͒ of the seed pixel values results in a binary image a ͕0,1͖
x , given by
0 otherwise.
ͮ ͑1͒
The connected-neighbor region growth g simple is then found by searching this thresholded image a for all pixels connected to the seed. First, g simple is initialized as the binary image of seed S on X,
Step 1 ͑initialize͒:
which is then repeatedly dilated into a by the 4-connected von Neuman neighborhood N, looping until it stops growing,
Step 2 ͑loop͒:
where N is given by
͑Ref. 22͒. Simple 4-connected region growing is illustrated on digital phantom regions of different leakiness in Fig. 3 . The 30-point star shape of the phantom mass simulates fine details that may be present in a mass boundary. The interior "mass" of the region is filled with pixels of random gray value ranging from 1 to 100. The exterior background pixels also span 100 gray levels, randomly distributed above some lower bound equal to x less than 100 ͑100− x͒. The percentage overlap between interior and exterior pixel ranges ͑x % ͒ is a measure of boundary leakiness.
The phantoms were created to illustrate algorithm function, not to model the complex mass shapes and tissue textures present in breast sonograms. The important result is that simple region growing leaks much more from the 90% leaky phantom ͓Fig. 3͑e͔͒ than from the 50% phantom ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒, so that the star shape is not differentiated from the background for the 90% phantom. For comparison, the method is illustrated on an actual malignant tumor in the last row of Fig. 3 , where the leakiness of the boundary is more localized to the bottom of the mass due to acoustic shadowing ͓Fig. 3͑f͔͒.
Since simple region growing extracts boundaries by growing regions out from the seed by one pixel in all connected directions, the algorithm delineates the well-defined sections of the margin to one-pixel resolution, but it also leaks from margin gaps even as small as one pixel wide, making it impractical for use on diffuse boundaries. As in many scans of malignant tumors, the boundary of the tumor in Fig. 3͑c͒ is partially diffuse, so simple region growing leaks out from the tumor into the surrounding tissue, in this case all the way out to the image border ͓Fig. 3͑f͔͒. Nevertheless, the basic shapes of the 90% leaky phantom and of the leaky tumor are evident even in these unacceptable region extractions. At sections where the boundary is well defined on the scan, the extracted border is also well defined. Where the boundary is poorly defined, it is clear to the human eye where the algorithm leaks: at both the bottom left and right corners of the tumor, where shadowing occurs. This observation is the motivation behind the leak plugging algorithm, which finds and plugs leaks by comparing regions grown by neighborhoods of different sizes.
Region growing by neighborhood
Regions are grown by moving a neighborhood out from the seed to cover all pixels in the image whose values fall within the seed region's range of gray values ͑or within some other locally derived threshold͒; the neighborhood can be thought of as a moving window that scans the image for in-range pixels. The pixels are leaking from the seed into the FIG. 3 . Simple 4-connected region growing from manually drawn seeds on leaky digital phantoms and on a sonogram of a malignant breast mass. Phantom leakiness is expressed as a percentage of pixel value range overlap between region interior and exterior. ͑a͒, ͑d͒ The region grown on the 50% phantom delineates the star shape, despite some leaking of "feelers" around the perimeter. ͑b͒, ͑e͒ The region grown on the 90% phantom leaks all the way out to the image border. ͑d͒, ͑f͒ The region grown on the malignant tumor leaks only from its bottom corners, where ultrasound shadowing makes the margin diffuse.
image by regions with the size and shape of the neighborhood. Larger neighborhoods cannot leak as far, since they can only go through large openings in the boundary. Increasing the size of the structuring element used in region growing will increase the minimum width of outgrowths, effectively plugging leaks, but at the cost of losing fine margin detail.
The brute force parallel method for region growing by a typical neighborhood requires only a slight modification to the dilation step in the loop of the connected-neighbor region growing technique given above ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒. Each dilation into a by some growth neighborhood N is followed by an opening by N,
This process loops until the region in the image stops growing. The final binary growth image g shows all points in the scan image reachable from the seed point set S by traveling through neighborhoods of shape N that only contain pixels in the seed's sample value range, ͓min͑ʈiʈ S ͒ , max͑ʈiʈ S ͔͒, or in some other range locally derived from the sample.
Parametrized neighborhoods: Region growing with larger structuring elements produces smaller, less leaky regions whose boundaries have less detail but which are more likely to stay within true mass borders, especially if the borders are indistinct in the image. Since the final shape of a growth depends on the shape of the neighborhood used to grow it, a convenient way of comparing growths from different neighborhoods is to use a sequence of parametrized neighborhoods N i of the same shape at different scales: disks of different radii, squares of different side lengths, etc. Generally, given a sequence of decreasing area neighborhoods N i and the corresponding growths g i ,
The minimum area neighborhood N i max is just the smallest possible parametrized neighborhood larger than 1 point pixel. There also exists a maximum area neighborhood N 1 used to grow region g 1 ; N 1 can be thought of as the largest area neighborhood of shape N that both fits entirely in the largest area growth g i max and intersects the seed. Neighborhoods are parametrized by i to distribute between these upper and lower bounds, covering successively smaller areas. The maximum area neighborhood, and therefore the maximum number of iterations for the leak plugging algorithm, can be determined by finding the maximum of the distance transform of a from Eq. ͑1͒ within the seed region,
The metric used for the distance transform depends on the choice of neighborhood shape. For disk neighborhoods, the ceiling of a Euclidean distance transform can be used; square shapes call for a city-block metric. In general, dist͑a͒ can be computed in parallel by looping through erosions by N i of the seed-thresholded binary image a to find the smallest area N i where ʈ͑aN i ͒ʈ S = 0.
Disk neighborhoods:
The parametrized neighborhoods used in this implementation of leak plugging are disks of radius parameter r, so that a disk neighborhood D͑r͒ centered on pixel point x will include all pixels less than or equal to a distance r away, where pixel distances are measured center to center such that
where Z n + is just the set of positive counting integers. A growth by structuring disks of radius r is the mask of overlapping disks D͑r͒ that, when overlaid on the image intersecting the seed, covers only pixels whose values are within the range of the seed pixels' gray values. To obtain a sequence of decreasing area neighborhoods D i = D͑r i ͒, we start with the largest radius disk D͑r max ͒ and decrement the radius by 1 down to r i max = 1, so that r max = i max and
Since we are using discrete disk neighborhoods, the distance transform dist͑a͒ in Eq. ͑7͒ can be approximated by the ceiling of the Euclidean transform ͑ dist Euclid ͑a͒ ͒, from which we can extract the radius r max = i max of the largest disk D 1 = D͑r max ͒ that can be used for region growing on a given seeded image. Although the algorithm could start with this theoretical r max , the number of iterations can be significantly reduced by simply choosing a starting value of r larger than any likely boundary gap. r max = 20 pixels works well in practice. The user draws the seed, is shown the growth g 1 at r max = 20, and decides to let the algorithm proceed if this growth is judged to be inside the mass. The largest area, lowest resolution neighborhood N 1 then becomes the disk D 1 = D͑20͒. Disk neighborhoods of decreasing radii and area are shown in the D i column of Table I , and the regions grown from them are shown in the g i column.
B. Overflow
Regions grown on an image from the same seed by different neighborhoods will in most cases not be identical; the growth by a smaller area neighborhood covers more area than the growth by a larger element. We say that a given growth overflows with respect to the smaller area growths made from larger area neighborhoods. For our sequence of decreasing area neighborhoods N i , overflow o i between two successive growths is simply their difference image,
As regions are iteratively grown from the seed with structuring disks of decrementing r in the "Loop" stage of Fig. 2 , their areas will increase because outgrowths can expand through smaller boundary gaps, so that a large jump in area between growths suggests at least one leak at that radius. Table I shows how growths increase in area with decreasing disk radius, and Fig. 4 is an example plot of growth area increase, or overflow area, between successive growths, versus structuring disk radius r. The spike at r = 7 corresponds to the huge leak evident in the images at r = 7 in Table I . Com-pared to regions grown at smaller radii, the region grown using disks of r = 8 no longer leaks into the surrounding tissue, but the margin loses detail, although this region is already a good boundary approximation.
Overflow is a binary image that is a function of connected-pixel binary images, but the overflow pixels themselves do not have to be connected. In the o i column of Table  I , the unconnected pixel cells or pools that may exist in an overflow are most evident in the overflow at i = 44, r =1.
C. Leaks
A leak is just any overflow pool that is considered too large to be a likely part of the region of interest being grown. Leaks are pruned from the growth according to criteria defined for the application. The leak definition can be based on a criterion as simple as the area of each pool, or on a more complex derivation, such as mean distance of pool pixels from the seed, or even leak size combined with angle subtended by a line from a pool center to the seed's center. This last method, although not implemented, is particularly suited to ultrasound, since shadowing usually occurs at the bottom corners of a mass, meaning that larger radii leaks are likely to occur there.
In this implementation of the leak plugging algorithm, a leak at a given r i has been defined as any pool in the overflow large enough to fit an entire structuring disk with radius of at least r i + 1. Point set P i,j in o i is a significant leak if it can fit a disk of radius r͑P i,j ͒ larger than the radius r i at which the overflow occurred, where the maximum radius disk that can fit in pool P i,j is determined analogously to Eq. ͑9͒, by taking the maximum of the ceiling of the Euclidean distance map of o i confined to the spatial domain of pool P i,j , FIG. 4 . Overflow area versus radius r and iteration i. The large leak at r = 7 can be seen in the "Leak" column of Table I.   TABLE I 
͑11͒
so that our leak criterion for a pool P i,j to be a significant leak becomes
and the binary image on X of the union of all leaks in an overflow o i is the leak image l i ,
for all pools P i,j in overflow o i . Equation ͑13͒ determines the leak image based on the leak criterion of Eq. ͑12͒, which is just one of many possible leak criteria that could have been defined for the application. Programatically, to prune all the leaks in an overflow o i at once using our leak criterion ͓Eq. ͑12͔͒, we initialize l i as a grayscale image that maps pools by their maximum radii. The maximum radius of each pool is propagated to every point in the pool, such that ʈl i,gray ʈ P i,j ª r͑P i,j ͒, and then the grayscale image is thresholded to transform it into the binary image l i that only retains pools whose radii are greater than r i .
The method to transform a Euclidean distance map of the overflow into the maximum pool radius image loops through a step similar to the simple region growth dilation ͓Eq. ͑3͔͒, except this is grayscale instead of binary dilation. After the grayscale image l i,gray is initialized as described above,
the following image assignment is looped through until the image stops changing:
where the binary images l k in the final term above were obtained from previous iterations by thresholding the grayscale image for pools with radius greater than r i ,
Step 3 ͑threshold͒: l i ª Ͼr i ͑l i,gray ͒. ͑16͒
Looping through Eq. ͑15͒ results in a grayscale image l i,gray where every nonzero pixel has the value of its connected pool's largest radius from the distance map. The grayscale image is dilated into a composite binary image of overflow o i OR'ed with all the leaks found at earlier iterations
If relatively small pools in overflow o i are connected to leak-sized pools found at earlier iterations than i, this step adds them to the leaks; otherwise artifact outlines of disks from larger, earlier iteration leaks may appear on the final extracted boundary ͑Fig. 5͒.
Leak masks derived from pruning overflow in this way are shown in the l i column of Table I .
D. Plugging
The leak plugging algorithm works by iteratively pruning binary images grown from neighborhoods of decreasing area. By comparing growths as their structuring elements decrease in size, leaks in the boundary can be identified, quantified, and plugged by masking them in the image and then regrowing from the seed by neighborhoods of smaller area until the desired resolution is achieved. A plugged region is just a growth without its leaks, or the difference image
where the characteristic function =1 is applied to the difference image as a failsafe to eliminate any stray pools. The final plugged image p i consists of every pixel in the image that belongs to the growth g i but not to the set of plugged pixels in l i ; it is the best region that can be grown from the seeded image at the detail level of the smallest parametrized structuring element N i , starting from the least detailed region g 1 grown from largest neighborhood N 1 . The p i column of Table I shows plugged images at various radii for regions grown on a seeded malignant tumor. Leaks that meet the definition above at a given r are plugged by designating them as forbidden areas for the regions that will be grown with structuring disks of radius less than r. At r = 7 in the rightmost "Plug" column of Table I , the algorithm masks out the large leak from the bottom left corner of the tumor, but keeps all the smaller pools evident in the overflow at this radius around the tumor circumference. The algorithm fills the pools at a given r by masking them in the image and then continues to decrement r down to onepixel resolution, at which point all leaks have been found and the final region has been extracted.
The final plugged region p = p i max =r max is the output of the algorithm after r max iterations. The algorithm has plugged all leaks at overflows from the maximum start radius to r =1, so even a one-pixel growth cannot escape far into the surround- ing tissue, and the final region is determined ͑the final image of Table I͒ . Plugged boundaries of the three seeded images in Fig. 3 are shown in Fig. 6 .
E. Quantifying local boundary diffuseness
Once a binary image p of a plugged region has been found, its binary boundary image retains only those pixels of value 1 in p that are next to 0-value background pixels ͑not including interior holes͒. We use an interior 8-boundary,
͑Ref. 22͒, where N is again the 4-connected von Neuman neighborhood ͓Eq. ͑4͔͒. Large leaks are plugged during earlier iterations of the leak plugging algorithm; points where the boundary is strong, with fewer leaks, are detected later. The 50% leaky star of Fig. 3͑a͒ , for instance, needed almost no plugging, because its boundary is not very diffuse; the simple connected-neighbor pixel region growth ͓Fig. 3͑d͔͒ is almost the same as the final plugged region ͓Fig. 6͑a͔͒.
The relative strength of the boundary at any one of its points can be found by comparing the boundary bndry 8 ͑p͒ of the final plugged image with intermediate boundaries bndry 8 ͑g i ͒ of unplugged growths g i . If a given pixel exists as a boundary point even on an unplugged region grown with smaller structuring disks, it is a stronger boundary point. The strength of a final boundary point is therefore equal to the highest iteration number i of the lowest-radius-grown region g i where the same point also exists as a boundary point. The weighted boundary image w, therefore, is given by w ª bndry 8 
The range of possible pixel weights is equal to the number of iterations undergone by the leak plugging loop-in the case of disk neighborhoods, just the maximum start radius r max = i max for the loop ͑e.g., 20͒. A boundary pixel of value 1 is the most diffuse and was not detected until the last plugging iteration; a value equal to i max indicates that the boundary pixel would have been found even if no leak plugging had occurred. Figure 6 shows the weighted plugged boundaries for the 50% and 90% phantoms and for the malignant tumor. In the second row of the figure, the boundaries have been extruded according to the weights at each point, so that the higher "walls" indicate where the boundary is sharper. The lowest boundary walls and thus the weakest boundary pixels for the malignant tumor in Fig. 6͑f͒ are located at its bottom left and right corners, where the most leaking occurs due to shadowing. The boundary is strongest at the top of the tumor.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Database
Leak plugging was tested against manual tracing on a database of 40 malignant and 40 benign masses in sonograms made using a Philips HDI 5000 scanner with a linear 12-5 MHz 38 mm transducer.
B. Segmentation
All lesions were manually traced twice by the same expert, then seeded twice by another user and processed with the leak plugging algorithm. The regions and the seeds were drawn and stored on the sonograms using a custom application coded in the IDL ͑Interactive Data͒ programming language ͑Research Systems Inc., Boulder, Colorado.͒ Drawing was performed using tools common to computer paint pro- FIG. 6 . Plugged boundaries from seeded images of leaky digital phantoms and of a malignant breast mass. 3D boundary extrusions show relative strength of boundary. Where the walls are higher, the boundary is sharper. The detected edges are more diffuse or leaky where the extruded walls are low. Boundary diffusion due to ultrasound shadowing at the bottom corners of the malignant mass is indicated by the low walls in the extrusion ͑f͒.
grams: rectangle, ellipse, polygon, freehand. In almost all cases, the regions and seeds were traced in freehand mode. The algorithm that analyzed the user input was also implemented in the IDL language.
C. Performance evaluation
Area
Region area is the number of pixels in the interior of the drawn or extracted boundary. Comparing ROI areas is a rough means of assessing boundary detection methods, since area does not convey information about relative region location. 23, 24 Linear regression was used to compare region area reproducibility for both manual and computer boundary definition, and Student's paired t-test on area differences was used to determine the significance of the results.
True positive fraction "overlap…
True positive fraction ͑TPF͒ between regions R 1 and R 2 measures their overlap, and is defined as the area of their intersection divided by the area of their union,
Regions which overlap more have higher TPF, approaching 1 in the case where they overlap exactly. The concept is illustrated in Fig. 1͑b͒ . Overlap is another measure of manual and algorithm reproducibility. Student's paired t-test on overlap results was performed to determine their statistical significance.
IV. RESULTS
A. Area
Regression analysis on region area was used to assess the reproducibility of both manual and leak plugging boundary delineation, as well as to determine the correlation between the two methods. The analysis was performed on all 80 masses as well as separately on the malignant and benign subsets. Table II shows the parameters of the linear fits; Fig.  7 shows the plots of the plugged fit and of the manual fit for all cases; and Table III shows the p-values from paired Student's t-tests on plugged area differences with respect to reference manual-to-manual changes in area.
The boundaries identified by plugging were more reproducible than those identified with manual tracing for each group. For all 80 masses taken together, the fit for the two algorithm trials has a higher slope of 0.94 and R 2 of 0.96, compared to 0.93 and 0.87 for the manual trials. These improved algorithm autocorrelations are also reflected in the malignant and benign subsets. The results suggest that leak plugging is a more consistent method of defining lesion margins on ultrasound breast scans than manual delineation. 
. The plugmanual correlation ͑0.86͒ is comparable to manual-manual autocorrelation ͑0.87͒. The plug-manual line fit slopes are less than 1 in all cases, indicating that extracted boundaries tend to be smaller than drawn ones. TABLE III. p-value significance levels from paired Student's t-tests on area differences. Lower averages for manual-manual area difference when compared to the manual-plug averages are significant. The reductions in average plug-plug area difference compared to the manual-manual averages are significant except for malignant cases.
p-value from paired Student's t-test
Benign Malignant All
Manual-plug area differences 0.017 0.035 0.0013 ͑vs manual-manual͒ ͑ n = 160͒ ͑ n = 160͒ ͑ n = 320͒ Plug-plug area differences 0.037 0.13 0.010
However, in Table III , the algorithm's improved consistency at finding malignant boundaries is not statistically significant at a high confidence level ͑Ͼ95% ͒.
To determine plugging's correlation to manual tracing, both algorithm trials were correlated with both manual trials, resulting in four possible fits whose parameters are averaged in the last row of Table II . Linear regression analysis suggests that plugged boundary areas do not correlate quite as well with manual boundary areas as would repeated manual tracings, with an average R 2 of 0.86± 0.07, compared to 0.87 for the manual-manual regression fit. The paired t-test on area difference supports the conclusion that, overall, manual tracing is more likely than leak plugging to reproduce another manual tracing's area to a significant confidence level ͑Table III͒. However, for benign cases, the algorithm may reproduce manual boundary area as well as another manual boundary, as indicated by the slightly higher correlation in Table II ͑0.90Ͼ 0.88͒. The overall manual-manual area reproducibility advantage appears to be mostly due to the malignant cases.
In all algorithm to manual area correlations, the slopes of the fitted lines are less than 1, indicating that plugged regions tend to have smaller areas than manually traced ones, particularly for malignant tumors. As mass area increases, so does the area difference between plugged and manual boundaries. Table IV shows the mean true positive fraction taken from the two sets of leak-plugged boundaries, from the two sets of manual boundaries, and from the plugged boundaries with the manual boundaries, for all scans and for both the benign and malignant subsets. Table V shows the p-values from paired Student's t-tests on plugged overlaps with respect to reference manual-to-manual overlaps. The results are comparable to those found by area analysis. Plugging is more consistent than manual tracing in all cases, with an overall mean overlap of 0.80± 0.11 compared to 0.74± 0.15. The algorithm results are again more reproducible with benign masses, and Table V suggests that the slight improvement in plugged-toplugged malignant overlap is not significant at a high confidence level ͑Ͼ95% ͒. The overlap between manual boundaries and plugged boundaries is lowest of all, at 0.69 with a high standard deviation in every column, and Table V shows that this is statistically significant to a high confidence level; manual boundaries are more likely to overlap with other manual boundaries than an automated boundary. Again, the computer results are more reproducible, especially for benign cases, but the algorithm is not as good at reproducing manual tracings.
B. True positive fraction "overlap…
V. DISCUSSION
Leak plugging is a semiautomated seeded boundary extraction algorithm that is more consistent than manual tracing, although it tends to define slightly smaller masses, especially for malignancies, where boundaries are more diffuse. The method achieves this consistency despite variations in the seeds that it uses as hints to start the boundary search. In TABLE IV. Mean overlap or true positive fraction for boundaries extracted manually and by the leak plugging algorithm. On average, overlap between computer-extracted boundaries ͑0.80͒ is better than between manually drawn ones ͑0.74͒, but overlap between plugged boundaries and manual boundaries ͑0.69͒ is not as high as the overlap between manual boundaries ͑0.74͒.
Benign
Malignant All ͑vs manual-manual͒ ͑ n = 160͒ ͑ n =160͒ ͑ n =320͒ Plug-plug overlaps 0.0084 0.25 0.0066
Linear autoregression fits for both ͑a͒ manual and ͑b͒ leak plugging boundary extraction. Plugging has a better fit, with R 2 of 0.96, compared to the manual fit of 0.87. most cases, the computer's first low-resolution boundary approximations from structuring disks at higher radii ͑e.g., Ͼ20 pixels͒ will be exactly the same when grown from several different seeds. In these cases, any boundary differences that start to appear in smaller radii, higher resolution approximations occur because the local threshold range is different for the different seeds, not so much because the seeds themselves have different shapes. However, because the seed's pixel value range determines the local threshold used to create the initial leaky binary image that is plugged by the algorithm ͓Eq. ͑1͔͒, the seed must be drawn closer to the lesion margin in cases where the grayscale transition to the boundary from the center of the mass is gradual, otherwise the initial binary image will not include all of the object pixels. In practice, users instictively form this seed drawing habit, since the program in its current form will not continue without user approval of a preview boundary grown with 20-pixel-radius disks.
More sophisticated adaptive region growing methods address the seeding issue by redefining the local threshold with each growth step, 4 but in the process they may also either solve or exacerbate the very leaking problem that the plugging algorithm was designed to exploit for extracting boundary information. This semiautomated version of the leak plugging algorithm relies on an initial manually drawn sampling region, so in effect users put into practice some of the "adaptive" sampling of adaptive region growing when they draw the seed. If leak plugging is to be used as part of a more automated algorithm, however, in which the image is seeded by the computer before the initial region is grown for plugging, adaptive region growing could play a crucial role. Upgrading the local thresholding method in this manner may be one way to improve or to customize the leak plugging algorithm, as might smoothing the sampled seed pixel values to remove statistical outliers, or preprocessing the entire image with an edge-enhancement or noise reduction filter before region growing. 3 These possible modifications, however, are beyond the scope of this paper, whose purpose is to introduce the leak plugging concept and to establish a baseline of performance.
When comparing the areas of masses extracted by leak plugging with areas of user-delineated masses, plugging is not as likely to correlate with a manual tracing as another tracing, although this performance gap is much less evident for benign mass areas ͑Table II͒. The mean overlap for plugged to manual boundaries is also significantly lower than for the manual-manual comparison ͑Table IV͒. If manual tracings are the gold standard, then leak plugging is not quite as reliable at replicating human performance, partly because the algorithm's boundaries typically enclose slightly smaller areas, especially when the masses are very diffuse, as with malignant tumors.
Intuitively, it is not surprising that the algorithm defines smaller masses than human tracers, since it grows regions from the inside of the mass outward while plugging all major leaks. Since malignant masses tend to have more diffuse borders that gradually transition from mass to tissue, it is likely that the computer defines its boundaries at the start of this transition, whereas the particular user who traced these manual boundaries defined them somewhere in the middle of the transition zone. Where exactly such a gradual boundary occurs on the scan is not determinate, and is usually a matter of personal preference or-ideally-protocol for human tracers.
Not only do plugged areas tend to be slightly smaller than manual areas, but the regions tend to be offset towards the bottom of the image because of shadowing/enhancement, accounting for the relatively low plugged-manual overlap ͑0.69͒. The boundary for the example malignant tumor included too much of the shadow region below and not enough of the enhanced region above ͓Fig. 6͑c͔͒. The algorithm would have found a better boundary if it allowed less leaking from the bottom and more from the top. Since the leakiness of mass boundaries in ultrasound scans is often a function of image coordinates, reformulating the leak definition to take this information into account should improve the algorithm's performance, possibly diminishing the shadow-shift effect. Another solution could be to use the adaptive region growing methods described above, either to grow the initial binary image of Eq. ͑14͒ or during region growing by neighborhood.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Because boundary extraction by leak plugging is more consistent than manual delineation, it could be useful for more automated, reproducible ROI definition. Unlike many algorithms that produce smoothed, poorly detailed boundaries, leak plugging can outline sharper mass margins to onepixel resolution, so the algorithm shows promise for feature extraction and computer-aided diagnosis ͑CAD͒; and the same concepts can easily be applied to 3D data, using spheres instead of disks as structuring elements. Plugged boundaries are more detailed wherever they are better defined in the image as a consequence of the iterative pruning process, so the algorithm can actually quantify local boundary strength around the mass-a feature in itself. This high level of local detail is achieved using only one input parameter, the seed, but seeding in this study was performed by hand and occasionally had to be repeated if the mass interior was very inhomogeneous. The results, however, suggest that the algorithm is fairly robust with respect to seed variations, so a preprocessing method to simply seed the images would make leak plugging fully automated. Similarly, existing image processing techniques, most notably adaptive region growing, could be applied at several stages of the algorithm to improve or tailor performance. Finally, the leak definition can be changed to customize the algorithm for a given boundary extraction application. In a sonogram, leaks are more likely to occur at certain locations with respect to the mass center, so a more sophisticated leak definition should produce better results than the simple area criterion used in this preliminary study. 
